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Here you can find the menu of The Italian Connection in Harrogate. At the moment, there are 17 meals and
drinks on the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about The Italian

Connection:
the lad was against some for the post saturnalia. we thought somewhere on the 24th before never was the wal
disappointed, tonight was the same. early doors, no problems, super service and relaxed. drink, nibben starter

ordered, then net. everything. in constant time. all were super, just book and go enjoy!!! read more. In nice
weather you can even have something in the outdoor area. What User doesn't like about The Italian Connection:

nice enough place nice staff, but eat, we had the scallops as starters very expensive for a very small part, we
had roasted pork as pornstars it was a boiled pork with a little tomato sauce on it, it was not appetit or delicious,

all in all it was an expensive disappointment read more. At The Italian Connection, a place with Italian menus
from Harrogate, you can enjoy typical Italian cuisine, including classics like pizza and pasta, In the morning
they serve a varied breakfast here. You can also look forward to tasty vegetarian cuisine, The visitors of the

restaurant also consider the comprehensive selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant
offers.
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Appet�er�
CREMA DI POMODORO

Main�
FILLET

Mai� Cours�
TORTELLONI

Cereal�
STARTING

Coffe�
COFFEE

Restauran� Categor�
ITALIAN

Past�
TORTELLINI

BOLOGNESE

Ingredient� Use�
PESTO

TOMATE

SCALLOPS

PORK MEAT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

TUNA STEAK

PASTA

LOBSTER

LAMB
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 8:45-15:45
Wednesday 8:45-22:30
Thursday 8:45-22:30
Friday 8:45-23:00
Saturday 9:15-23:30
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